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Vision
the outcome/result

Identity 
worthiness ; managing energy that comes 

at you;  beliefs; values

Purpose 
big reason "why"; internal & external 
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Identity 

Intrapersonal
self talk about pace of progress

self talk about appearance(perpetual "not good 
enough")

self talk about opinions about your choices

self talk about being the "only" at times 



Identity 

Interpersonal
boundaries with others...finding and using your voice

being ok to let some people go who subtract & divide from
your life

releasing need to "herd" & find comfort in what you 
value

allowing space for emotions of others without 
impact on your focus



Identity 

Current "I am..." statement traps

I am "traps": 
I am an emotional eater, I am inconsistent 

I am losing weight, I am doing this

SHIFT from a human "do"ing 
to a  human"BE"ing



Identity 
  "BE" "DO" "HAVE"

Who do you need to BE to live at a  
healthy weight?(vision) 

 
What are the things I want to do 
now that I'm healthy?(purpose) 

 
What do I wish to  

have in my life as a result? 
 



Identity 

  This will no longer be  
all about you when 

you are clear 
about who you are. 

When your TRUE IDENTITY 
is allowed to emerge you will 

transcend the scale, size clothes, or 
how you look and it will be about how 

you choose to live. In complete 
congruence with your identity



HOW to make the 
transition?  

Emotional Mastery

 Emotion is an interpretation of the event. 
Proof: 2 people can experience  

the same situation and respond very 
differently.  

 



why? 
 

The interpretation is 
based on the meaning  

assigned by the 
observer 



Scale not moving 
what's the meaning?

I'm just not motivated 
what's the meaning?

I can't believe this 
happened to me 

what's the meaning?



I thought I'd be 
further along by now 
what's the meaning?

I can't believe they 
didn't invite me 

what's the meaning?
I haven't had a great 

week. 
what's the meaning?



This week practice 
observing the 

meaning 
you assign to what 

happens to you.



Answer the question: 
who do I need to be 
to live a life of total 

wellness? 
What do I need  

to believe?



Your questions answered


